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Mallory Foley is a Financial Technology Consultant at FactSet in Austin, and an Austin Montessori School alum. She began in the Children’s House community, and continued through the Adolescent Community (pre-k through middle school). After AMS she attended the Austin High School Academy for Global Studies, and then studied corporate finance at the University of Texas McCombs School of Business.

Asked about what she took away from her time at AMS Mallory said:

"I valued the number of opportunities that Montessori education provides for independent learning--to discover on your own what you want to learn and how you want to learn it. Additionally, I enjoyed all of the leadership and self-management opportunities that I had, from logging my work daily in a journal to planning hot lunches to being a coordinating camping trips as a "Trail Boss".

Mallory’s siblings, James and Meaghan Foley both also attended AMS.
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